
Cost Share Approach to Forest Thinning 
 CSP in previous years was often misunderstood as too severe of a prescription to forest thinning because 
it did not take into account other factors that affect the final appearance of a project.  Today a more logical 
approach considers tree arrangement, natural landscape objectives (things that would allow more trees to 
stay) and potential insect and pathogen issues (things that would kill trees after the thinning is done).  
These changes still achieve the fire hazard reduction and ecological restoration objectives of this program.      

Restoration prescriptions seek to re-establish the natural park like structure from the 1800s. Historical 
records and research shows that our forests in the Southwest were characterized by clumps of trees and 
openings with 70-80% of the landscape consisting of large grassy meadows.  The grasses and wildflowers 
provided important wildlife habitat as well as surface fuels required for frequent, low intensity fires. These 
fires served to prevent pine population irruptions that would create, dense, less biologically diverse 
stands. Dense stands of trees did not exist across the landscape. (except for the possibility of seedlings and 
saplings at times, which were then reduced by frequent wildfires. 

 Today’s dense stands often result from species like White fir and different junipers invading the areas 
between tree clumps, into meadows and grasslands, then multiplying and growing to become large trees.  
These invasions result from years of fire suppression creating better growing conditions for the invaders.  
The resulting tree arrangement has the potential to alter or eliminate important niche ecosystems called 
ecotones.  Ecotones create important habitat for some animal and plant species.  Retaining varying sized 
trees and various species in a clump and opening arrangement maximizes ecosystem health, has a natural 
landscape visual appeal and reduces wildfire hazard.    

This approach to forest restoration has allowed the general public to accept the new CSP prescriptions 
easier and more often.  As federal, state, tribal and local agencies and private land owners work towards 
similar goals, our forest lands can be returned to a healthier, more manageable state.  In addition, our 
communities become more fire safe and make it easier for firefighters to do their job. 

What is it?     The Cost Share Program (CSP) is a financial assistance grant program that helps property 
owners pay for tree thinning.  CSP emphasizes ecological restoration objectives that maximizes tree 
growth and ecosystem diversity.  Qualifying for the grant is based on how many trees are on the property 
and not the finances of the property owner.  Village Forestry offers a free assessment to determine 
qualification.  

CSP reimburses landowners, within the Village of Ruidoso, for thinning forest areas on their property and 
creating defensible space around structures.   CSP offers a reimbursement for up to 70% of your cost.  

 

 For More Information Contact: 

Village of Ruidoso Forestry (575) 257-5544 

421 Wingfield Street, 8AM—5PM  Mon-Fri 

        www.ruidoso-nm.gov 

  



 

 


